
 

   

Background 

Ryne Pineda is a singer, songwriter, music producer, and DJ. Born in Chicago, IL, music has inspired his life at a very young 
age. His parents encouraged that passion by buying instruments for him when they could, because they struggled 
financially at times, he taught himself how to play those instruments. Growing up in a household full of music, Ryne’s music 
creativity is influenced by various artists from the 60’s, 70’s, 80’s, 90’s and into the new millennium! These influences are 
creatively reflected in his DJ sets and produced work.  

He moved to Las Vegas in 2007 and recently has devoted his entire energy to music in all forms, spinning at various 
venues, creating new music, producing for local artists, and working on solo projects. His perseverance, passion, and 
persistence are shown through his music and he is sure to be a continuing crowd pleaser! “ Music is my life”. - RP.   

Specialties: Able to provide a versatile mixture of Old School 60’s/70’s/80’s/ classics, contemporary R&B, and edited 
mainstream (venue appropriate) Hip-Hop, Reggae, EDM, Mash ups, House, Top 40, open format and original music and 
mixes. 

What the media says: 

“His go-getter attitude and self-assured demeanor will no doubt help keep Ryne Pineda on top of his game in �the tough and 
competitive market that makes up the Las Vegas nightlife industry”. – Ashley Treviso /Social Media Journalist 

“Ryne Pineda has his eyes on the prize and the drive to make it to the top”. – Sam Dever /SJD media group 

“In his DJ sets, Ryne loves taking the crowd on a nostalgic journey, taking people past the music and � into more familiar 
territory, their memories”. – Ashley Treviso/ Social Media Journalist 

Bond Bar @ Cosmopolitan of 
Las Vegas 
Chateau Night Club Las Vegas 
Ignite Lounge @ Monte Carlo 
Las Vegas (Resident) 
Pool @ Monte Carlo Las Vegas 
(Resident) 
Z Bar (Plaza Hotel LasVegas) 
Pool @ Plaza Hotel Las Vegas 
Royal House 
Lady Silvia 
Moon Night Club  
Little Macau  (Las Vegas) 
Cadillac Ranch Grill & Bar 
(Las Vegas) 
Palazzo Las Vegas 
Prohibit Lounge  Chicago, IL 
 
 

Sexy Vegas Fashion Show 2012 
(Las Vegas) 
Yoga World Aid for Yoga 
Gangsters 2012 (Las Vegas) 
Mr. Olympia Expo Convention 
2012 (Las Vegas)  
  Super Bowl Weekend 2013 
(Plaza Hotel Las Vegas) 
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FOR MORE INFO PLEASE VISIT: WWW.RYNEPINEDA.COM 

facebook.com/rynepinedamusic   @rynepineda 

CONTACT & BOOKING: RYNEPINEDA@GMAIL.COM or (702) 513-1668 
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